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The world’s most advanced bicycle frame meets the 
world’s most innovative power system. The Moulton® 
TSR bicycle, with its outstanding efficiency, speed, 
comfort and responsiveness can now be fully integrated 
with the unique ARCC e2-pod Intelligent Drive System. 

First produced by Dr Alex Moulton CBE in the ‘60s, the 
basic Moulton® concept is to improve ride comfort and 
efficiency by using small wheels with high-pressure 
tyres, supported by a rigid frame with carefully 
engineered rubber suspension units.

Available with or without ARCC’s renowned e2-pod 
Intelligent Drive System, and in a range of colours, 
there’s a configuration to suit all riders.

The system allows commuting cyclists to choose the 
amount of effort both they and the motor provide; 
automatically compensates for hills and gradients; and 
provides ‘launch control’, for safety when moving away 
from lights and crossings in heavy traffic.

Whether used for commuting or pleasure, the 
Moulton® equipped with the ARCC e2-pod Intelligent 
Drive System delivers a well-tuned, responsive ride 
everywhere you go. 

To find out more or to book a test ride, visit
arccbikes.com

Innovation from 
every angle
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The Moulton® TSR with the ARCC e2-pod 
Intelligent Drive System is available in a range 
of standard colour options, with dropped or flat 
handlebars, “V” brakes, an adjustable stem and 
seat post, Schwalbe Marathon tyres, a range 
of hub gears and optional equipment available. 
With so much choice, you can customise the 
bicycle to suit your exacting needs.

Each bicycle is individually built, tested and 
tuned by ARCC engineers and is supported with 
a five year warranty.

The e2-pod Intelligent Drive System is 
comprised of a compact, lightweight 250W 
geared brushless front hub motor, pod 
computer, Bluetooth controller and Bosch 
battery, all of which add around 3.9kg to the 
weight of the unpowered bike.

The pod, its battery latch and side lever, the 
Bluetooth controller and cradle components 
are all CNC-machined from solid billets of 
Peraluman 470 Aluminium Grade 5083/AIMg 
4.5Mn, and are polished, hard anodised and 
weather-sealed.
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State-of-the-art surface-mounted technology 
is used throughout. Smooth but responsive 
digital control of the motor is assured by a 32-bit 
ARM® microcontroller, which can access 16 
Megabytes of flash memory to improve system 
performance intelligently, while a highly efficient 
power management design is used to minimise 
battery usage.

Fitted with a 3-axis accelerometer, micro 
electromechanical technology is used to 
determine how steep the hill/gradient is at any 
moment and adjust power accordingly. There are 
also three fully compliant USB-C ports located 
on the side of the e2-pod for phone or GPS 
charging.
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Technology, 
meet simplicity

The e2-pod Intelligent Drive System comes with the choice of 
a 4.0 Ah or 6.0 Ah Bosch battery, which are readily available 
from most tool retailers and online. The 4.0 Ah battery gives 
a typical range of up to 30km and the 6.0 Ah battery up to 
40km. The e2-pod is also compatible with the 9.0 Ah Bosch 
battery, which can raise the range up to 75km.

Bosch batteries are cheaper than conventional e-bike 
batteries; are robust (rated for a 3m drop onto concrete); 
charge between 35-50 minutes; and have a two-year 
warranty from Bosch. With the battery weighing just 1.3kg 
and measuring 158 x 97 x 76mm, a spare can be carried for 
any extended trip.

The battery pack slides onto the e2-pod, locating with a 
positive click where it sits with the charge level display visible. 
When the battery is removed, the bike reverts to its standard 
configuration and can be used as a regular bike.

Using the accompanying Bluetooth controller or the e2-pod 
app, the user has complete control of the level of assistance 
received from the e2-pod Intelligent Drive System.

The e²-pod has two power modes. Both the M and A mode 
allow the rider to have complete control over the assist level. 
The torque sensor allows the system to detect a harder 
pedalling motion, and automatically provide more assistance 
within the chosen assist level setting. This results in a very 
natural cycling action, but with the sensation of being given a 
gentle boost. 

The A mode also makes use of the in-built “Inclinometer/
Accelerometer” sensor which allows the e²-pod to recognise 
hills and gradients, and provide automatic compensation 
accordingly, by increasing or decreasing the power delivered. 
This results in the rider’s exertion levels remaining virtually 
constant, as if travelling on the flat, even when tackling hills.

The system also features a launch control function which 
delivers maximum power to the motor for a period of three 
seconds, enabling an effortless get-away to be achieved 
when moving away from lights and crossings in heavy traffic.
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Bluetooth 
controller
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Bosch rechargeable 
Lithium-ion industry 
standard battery

e2-pod

Brake switches

Torque sensor
250W Motor

Bluetooth 
controller

Spare battery 
holder

Gear hub

USB-C ports fully 
compliant for 
phone charging
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Made by us, 
for you
All ARCC bikes are built at our 
Cambridgeshire headquarters with special 
care and attention.

Please be aware that prices vary 
dependant on the options selected.

Please visit arccbikes.com for prices. 

Handlebars
Kalloy AL-007 DB flat bar - 540mm. Rubber 
moulded grip. 

Deda Piega drop handlebar in black - 
440mm. SRAM cork tape, in black.
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Gearing
Single speed Shimano gearing.

2 Speed SRAM Automatix with low gearing. 
     
2 Speed SRAM Automatix with high gearing.

4 Speed SRAM Automatix with twin front chain ring & two speed SRAM Automatix rear hub with low gearing.

4 Speed SRAM Automatix with twin front chain ring & two speed SRAM Automatix rear hub with high gearing.

5 Speed Sturmey Archer.

8 Speed Shimano Alfine hub gears. 

9 Speed SRAM X5.

11 Speed Shimano Alfine hub gears.

22 Speed Shimano 105.

14 Speed Rohloff Speedhub 500/14.
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Saddles
Selle royal Viper gel saddle in black as 
standard.

Brooks B17 standard leather saddle in 
antique brown available upon request.

Pedals
Alloy VP 607 components pedals as 
standard.

MKS MT-E EZY removable quick release 
pedals in black available upon request.
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Tyres

Rims
MACH 1 ER10.

Spokes

Inner tubes

14g stainless steel.

Schwalbe 20” Presta valve.

20” x 1.5” Schwalbe Marathon Green 
Guard protection tyres as standard.

20” x 1.35” Kojak / 95 PSI tyres available upon 
request. 

20” x 1.35” Marathon plus / 100 PSI tyres 
available upon request. 
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Rear Carrier

Mudguards

TSR A6972 rear luggage carrier with large 
reflector, in black.

Sports Vavert night rider 202 reflective, in 
black.

SKS Chromoplastic 42mm, in black.

Suitable for inside leg 69-92cm or 27-36”

Frame Size
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e2-pod 
Batteries
Bosch 36V 4.0 Ah 144 Wh rechargeable
Lithium-ion industry standard battery. 

Bosch 36V 6.0 Ah 216 Wh rechargeable
Lithium-ion industry standard battery.

Spare Battery 
Holder
Manufactured in lightweight aluminium, CNC 
machined and anodised. 
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Black

White

Golden Yellow

Frame
Colours
The ARCC Moulton TSR Electric 
comes in the following standard 
colours.

Please note that colours may 
vary slightly from images. These 
are also subject to change.
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Bright Red

Orange
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Midnight Blue

Dusk Blue

Pastel Blue
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Contact us
For more information please visit arccbikes.com or call us on 01223 983 290 
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01223 893 290

info@arcc.co.uk
arccbikes.com
Follow us: @arccbikes

ARCC Innovations Ltd
Pampisford Road
Cambridge
CB21 6AH


